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Abstract 
A general loss network is considered in the limit as the arrival rates and link capacities 
become large with their ratio held fixed. We show that the network obeys a functional law of 
large numbers (along a subsequence) and that the free circuit process acts as a control for the 
network. The network exhibits a separation of time-scales, with the free circuit process 
operating on the fast time-scale as a random walk on Z:, and this leads to an interesting 
conjecture for transient random walks. The techniques used to prove the results are of 
independent interest and can be applied to a wide range of models in which a similar separation 
of time-scale occurs, or in which the transition rates of the process undergo a discontinuity at or 
near a boundary. Finally, we give examples and show that commonly employed fixed point 
approximations are not valid in this limit. 
Keywords: Loss network; Functional law of large numbers; Time-scale separation 
1. Introduction 
We consider a loss network defined as follows. The network consists of J links, link 
j comprising Cj circuits. Calls are offered to this network along R routes, calls along 
route r being offered as a Poisson process of rate K,. A call accepted on route r holds 
Aj,EZ+ circuits from link j for an exponential holding time with mean 11;’ and on 
completion of service releases all these circuits simultaneously. All arrival streams and 
holding times are mutually independent. To completely specify the network it only 
remains to describe the rule by which calls are accepted. Let n(t) = (n,(t))* where n,(t) is 
the number of calls in progress on route Y at time t, and let m(t) = (mj(t))j where 
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the number of free circuits on link j. We will accept a call along route r if 
m(t)~&‘~ c Z”,. We can represent this model as a solution of the following system of 
equations: 
n,(t) = n,(O) + s l - 0 MS b‘L1 dNar(w) - Ndr ( Jew, ds) 
s t = n,(O) + ob )EArl dN”,,(rc,s) - ti dr (j&&(s) ds) 
+ ‘I 
j j 
f 
~rn(sw,~~rdS - w,(S)dS, 0 
0 
(1) 
where N,, and Ndr are unit Poisson processes, K&(u) = Ndr(U) - u and 
&(u) = N,,(u) - u. 
The above model is an extremely general one as we now illustrate by considering 
three routing rules; fixed routing, fixed routing with trunk reservation, and alternative 
routing. All of these and others can be cast in the form of our model. Indeed, dynamic 
routing strategies such as dynamic alternative routing (see Gibbens and Kelly, 1990) 
can also be analysed using the methods of this paper as we indicate in Section 3. 
Fixed routing is the simplest of all network routing rules. An arriving call is 
accepted as long as there is enough free capacity along its route to accommodate it, 
hence 
d, = {EX mj 2 Aj, for all j} 
Trunk reservation is a control mechanism applied to a loss network to give priorities 
and prevent instabilities (for a good example of the instabilities that can occur, see 
Gibbens et al. (1990)). In this case 
&, = {M: Wlj 2 Aj, + Sjr for all j} . 
By having sj* > 0 in some cases we can bias against calls which perhaps do not 
generate as much revenue as others, or perhaps they use a lot of network resource and 
so should only be routed when the network is lightly loaded. The scheme is known to 
perform well in a network (Macphee and Ziedins, in preparation; Songhurst, 1980). 
Indeed, if we consider a single link network with A,, = 1, p, = 1 for all r, and with each 
call of type r that is routed generating a reward w, then Lippman (1975) shows that the 
expected average reward optimal policy is a trunk reservation policy. 
Alternative routing is a more sophisticated routing rule which can be employed in 
conjunction with trunk reservation. A call is now given more than one chance to be 
routed. For example, a call that is blocked on link j may now immediately try to use 
two links k and 1 which bypass the overloaded link. It is not immediately obvious that 
this scheme can be treated within the framework of our model but with a little thought 
we see that it can. Suppose a call of type r will be routed directly if rnEd,’ and 
alternatively if rngdz( c (~24,‘)’ since it must firstly be blocked on its first choice 
route). Then the stochastic process which gives the state of this network is identical in 
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law to one in which there are calls of types rl and r2 with independent Poisson arrival 
processes each of rate IC, being accepted if mEat’,’ and &‘01f, respectively. 
Our aim in this paper is to understand how these networks behave when the 
capacities and offered traffics are large. To do this we consider a sequence of networks, 
indexed by N. We suppose that, as N + a3, 
$ K(N) + K, AN) + /I> ; C(N)+C 
with the routing matrix A and the acceptance sets A!, being held fixed. This is precisely 
the limit previously considered by Kelly (1986) for a fixed routing network in 
equilibrium and called the heavy trujic limit by Whitt (1985). However, unlike Kelly, 
we consider the network when started away from equilibrium with the objective of 
proving a functional law of large numbers. With this in mind, let 
xN(t) = ; nN(t) ) 
which by (1) satisfies 
(2) 
The second and third terms on the right-hand side of (2) are square-integrable 
martingales, and it follows easily from Doob’s inequality that their supremum over 
any bounded time interval converges in probability to zero. The last two terms are 
uniformly Lipschitz, so the sequence is relatively compact for convergence in distribu- 
tion in the topology of uniform convergence on bounded time intervals. Ideally one 
would like to prove a result of the form: 
Suppose ~~(0) = x(O), then x”(.) =P- x(.) where x(.) is the unique solution of a system of 
equations 
k(t) = Kr f,@(t)) - P&r(t) . (3) 
There are two problems that must be overcome in order to obtain a result of this form. 
First we must identify functions5 such that the limit of jb ZCm~Cs_)EAr) is the integral 
ji f&(s))ds and then we must verify uniqueness of the solution of system (3). 
Uniqueness is not immediate, since, as we will see,f* may be discontinuous. In fact, in 
general the solution of (3) may not be unique, and the non-uniqueness can give rise to 
very interesting behaviour which must be prevented or controlled in a real system. We 
do not consider such examples here (see Hunt (in preparation) for more on that) but 
restrict ourselves to identifying functions f* such that the limit of any convergent 
subsequence will obey (3); we then give examples where it can be shown that the 
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routing strategy. We also present a conjecture for random walks which would force 
uniqueness for a wide range of examples. Finally, in Section 4, we consider some 
commonly employed fixed point approximations and show that they are not accurate 
in this limit. 
2. Functional law of large numbers 
Call acceptance is governed by the process mN(t) , we will therefore tend to consider 
the Markov process (xN, m”) (.) . Now mN(t) is defined on Z: but it is convenient to 
extend the definition so that mN(t) lies in the space E = (Z”,)J where Z”, = Z+ u {co>. 
We endow E with the metric and o-algebra, W(E), induced from the Euclidean metric 
and Bore1 a-algebra on R’ by the mapping 
i:Eq[O, 11’ 
(Xl, x^2> .f. ,XJ)++((X1 + l)_‘,(xz + 1)-i, . ,(x, + 1))‘). 
So, in particular, E is compact. 
As indicated in Section 1, the process m”() evolves on a very rapid time-scale 
compared with the xN(.) process. Accordingly, we do not consider the process mN(.) 
but instead the random measure process v N, defined as follows. Let vN be a random 
measure on [0, co) x E defined by 
~~((0, t) x r) = 
s 
fll_“c,,r.rl du 
0 
for all te[O, co), TELL. Notice that vN is random and depends on the choice of 
wcSZ’“, the sample space for (xN, mN) (.). In terms of vN, (2) becomes 
x?(t) = x?(O) + ; s II 0 imN(s-)Edri d&&(N)4 
PL,(N)$‘(~ ds 
“r(N) 
s 
f 
+ N vN([O, t] x &01,) - p,(N)x:(s) ds . 
0 
Let Z,(E) denote the space of measures y on [0, co) x E satisfying y([O, t] x E) = t 
under the topology corresponding to weak convergence of the measures restricted to 
[0, t] x E for each t (see Kurtz, 1992). Since E is compact, Ye(E) is compact by 
Prohorov’s theorem. Consequently, {v”} is a sequence of random variables with 
values in a compact space, and hence by Prohorov’s theorem there is a subsequence 
that converges in distribution to an To(E) -valued random variable v. The continuous 
mapping theorem will imply the convergence of the fourth term on the right-hand side 
of (5) to K,v([O, t] x d,) , provided Z,.,, is a continuous function on E. Let %’ denote the 
collection of subsets & of E such that Z& is continuous. In particular, d = {m: mj 2 c} 
is in V for all j and all finite c. Noting that %’ is an algebra, it follows that the 
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acceptance sets described in Section 1 for fixed routing, trunk reservation, and 
alternative routing are all in %. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that &;4,~%‘jor each r, and that ~~(0) +x(O). Then the sequence 
{(xN(.), v”)} is relatively compact in Dp[O, co) x YO(E), and the limit {(AZ(.), v)} of any 
convergent subsequence satisfies 
x,(t) = x,(O) + w([O, t] x dr) - 
s 
'p,.x,(s)ds . 
0 
Proof. To prove relative compactness for {(xN(.), vN) } it suffices to prove relative 
compactness for {x”(.)) and {v”) separately (Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, Proposition 
3.2.4). Since the second and third terms in (5) converge to zero, we have 
lim sup suplx,“(s) ( I Ic,t 
N-m SSf 
and the relative compactness of {x”(.)} follows from the fact that it is asymtotically 
Lipschitz. (For example, check the conditions of Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, Theorem 
3.7.2.) As observed above, the relative compactness of {v”} follows from the compact- 
ness of _Yo(E) 
The validity of (6) follows from the continuous mapping theorem. q 
To determine v in (6) we need to work with the Markov process (xN, mN) with 
transitions 
(XN, m”) + 
i 
(xN + N-‘e,, mN - A,) at rate IC,(N)Z,~, 
(xN - N-‘e,, mN + A,) at rate p,(N)Nxr, 
where mEE, e, is the unit vector in the rth direction and A, is the rth column of the 
matrix A. Here and throughout we adopt the notation that co + x = co for all x~[w. 
With this definition (xN, m”) (.) is exactly the process we would expect, but we have 
added the additional states at infinity which cannot be reached. These do not affect the 
law of the Nth network but they do become important in the limit. For future use we 
also define a Markov process m,(.) on E to have transition rates 
i 
m, - A, 
mXG m,+A, 
at rate K,I~, , 
at rate ,&x, 
(7) 
We now restrict attention to convergent subsequences to deduce the properties of the 
limit process. When convenient we will assume, using Skorokhod’s representation 
theorem (Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, Theorem 3.1.8) that QN = 52 for all N, and that 
{(XN(.)> vN) I + {(x0* v)> a most 1 surely along any convergent subsequence. 
Lemma 2. Let ((xN(.), v”)} b e a convergent subsequence with limit process {(x(.), v)>. 
Then for all rI~B9([0, co)), ~,EB(E) we may write 
where n, is a probability measure on E. 
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Proof. See, for example, Kurtz (1992, Lemma 1.4). 0 
Theorem 3. Suppose that A!‘&? for each Y and that ~~(0) * x(O) as N + co. Then 
{(x”(.), v”)} is relatively compact and any convergent subsequence has a continuous limit 
x(.) that satisfies 
x(t) = 40) + 
si 
1 1 Cw,(u) - w,Ws.)du , (8) 
where M) = q,) (.-A.(/ or some stationary distribution n,(,, of the Markov process m,(,, 
defined by (7) satisfying 7~,(,) {m: mj = a} = 1 ifCIAjrx,(t) < Cj. 
Proof. The proof up to and including Eq. (8) follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 
2. What remains is to prove that n,(t) has the stated properties. Let 9:” = a(xN(u): 
u I t) By (2) and the definition of m, 
f(mN(t)) =f(mN(0)) + 
s 
~~(_f’m”(s - ) + 4) 
- f(m”(s - ))) dN,+ 
U 
sN~r(N)x:(4 du 
0 ) 
+ 
i 
~~U”(m”(s - I- 4 -f(m”(s - )))I,v~,~,,,~~dN,,(~,(N)s) 
JV r 
and since Edr( roNp,(N)x,N(u)du) and &?,,(rc,(N)t) are martingales, it follows that 
M?(t) =f(mN(t)) -f(mN(0)) - 
s 
~~(/(m”(s) + A,) -f(mN(s)))NMN)xr(s)ds 
- 
s 
i?f(m”(s - 1 - A,) -f(mN(s - )))z(,\(,~,,,~~rc,(N) ds 
is an {F:‘}-martingale for all bounded functions5 Assume thatfis continuous on E. 
Setting A?f” = NP ‘My, E[(A?r(t))‘] + 0, so it follows from Doob’s inequality that 
GfN=O. But Np’(f(mN(t)) -f(mN(0)) converges to zero also, and we may rewrite the 
remaining terms of A%f” in the form 
~ r,,,&]Cf(Y - 4) -f(Y)1 
+ PAW:(U) U(Y + 4 -f(~)l vN@u x dy) > I 
which, by the continuous mapping theorem converges weakly to 
U"(Y - 4 -.f(~)l + ,wr(u) Cf(Y + 4 -f(Y)lSv(du x dy). 
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But we have shown this to be identically zero for all t and hence, 
2 above, 
363-378 
using Lemma 
J ={ KI r c,edf(~ - 4) -f(y)1 + w,(t) V(Y + 4 -f(y)l)ddy) = 0 E* (9) 
for almost all t. It now follows from Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Proposition 9.2, p. 239) 
that rcr is invariant for m,(,, as required. 
Remarks. Theorem 3 is the convergence theorem we discussed in Section 1. There are 
two possible causes of non-uniqueness of the limit process I(.) . The first occurs if the 
routing matrix A is not of full rank which means there are parity constraints on the 
network. This corresponds to the process m,(.) being reducible, its state space 
partitioned into non-communicating classes. If this can occur we assume for definite- 
ness that the state m, = 0 is accessible and then the problem disappears. In the case of 
fixed routing we do not need to worry about this at all since inaccessible circuits 
cannot be used and so may as well not exist. 
The second cause of non-uniqueness is more serious and, as we have already said, 
leads to some quite extraordinary behaviour in some examples (see Hunt, 1992). We 
have extended Z: to (Z”,)” and it is on this latter space that m,(.) is defined. The 
extension is not just a technical convenience, it is essential to the problem. For 
example, a single link with &4i,_ (t) < C is clearly not blocking and corresponds to 
m, = co almost surely. The problem is that the process m,..) is reducible on (Z”,)J and 
so the choice of the driving invariant distribution rc, is not uniquely determined. 
Let n(s) = (7~: rc is stationary for m,(t)}, the set of all possible values for x,(~). 
Observe that n(t) is a convex set and rr~U(t) is an extreme point if and only if 
rc(mj = co) ~(0, l} for allj. If rr is extreme it is uniquely determined by x(t) and the set 
oflinksj such that rr(mj = co) = 1 and thus n(t) has only finitely many extreme points, 
at most 2’. Suppose we denote the extreme points by nY1, rcfi, . . , nyL where the 
,4pi are subsets of { 1,2, . . , J} and 7tY1(mj = co) = Z~jgy,). Then we can express any 
rr~Z7(t) in the form rc = CfZ i&r? where /II 2 0, all 1, &il = 1. But which I? give the 
correct 7r,(,) for Eq. (S)? We close this section with a lemma answering this question as 
long as at most one link is at capacity. In Section 3 we give additional examples where 
I, and hence n,, is uniquely determined. For a more detailed discussion on the choice 
of xx see Hunt (1990). 
Lemma 4. Suppose that (co, . , co) l sd~for every r (i.e., if every link has infinitely 
many available circuits, then every type of call will be accepted). Then under the 
conditions of Theorem 3, for almost every t at which no link is at capacity, 7c,(,, = x$,,, 
and for almost every t at which only link j is at capacity, either CrAjr(K, - n?xJt)) = 0 
and r&) is the unique stationary distribution satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 3 or 
7c x(t) = n(1’11,. 
Proof. If no link is at capacity, then II$,) is the unique stationary distribution 
satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 3. If only link j is at capacity, then Theorem 
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3 implies that rcn,(,, = CU&,) + (1 - CX) rr$ for some 0 I c( I 1. For almost every t at 
which C,Aj,x,(t) = Cj, CrAjlkr(t) = 0. Consequently, for all such t, 
Definef,(m) = mj A k. Then taking_& in (9) and letting k + co, we obtain 
Consequently, either CrAjr(K, - nL,x,(t)) = 0 and rc$,) is the unique stationary distribu- 
tion satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 3 or, recalling that x&(&~) = 1, 
and hence CI above must be zero. 0 
3. Examples and generalisations 
(1) Single link with trunk reservation. Consider a network consisting of a single link 
of capacity CN with calls of two types, h and 1, and corresponding rates K,,N, qN, p,, 
and ,ni. All calls require one circuit. Type h calls are high priority and are routed if 
there is any free capacity, so &‘,, = (m: m > O}. Type 1 calls are low priority and have 
a trunk reservation parameter s acting against them. So &‘I = {m: m > s}. Let 
xN(t) = N- ‘(nt, $‘) (t) and suppose that ~~(0) * x(0). Then it follows from Theorem 
3 that xN(.) =- x(.) where x(.) is the unique solution to the equations 
s 
f 
x/,(t) = xdo) + hJbz(~) - wd~)d~ > 
0 
s 
f 
xl(t) = xi(o) + K&U) - wd~)d~. 
0 
Here $ = 7cl = 1 if either xh + x1 < C or ,_&xh + plxl > Kh + K[. Otherwise 
nh = 1 - Z(O), rcl = (1 - a)-‘(1 - c?“) ~(0) where 
04 = Carnll, 6 s) + ~SP-S~~,,,117@) 
and 
B= 
phxh + kxl 
Kh + KI ’ 
mEo n(m) = 1 . 
The unique choice of rc, in this example, as with all single link examples, is forced by 
the fact that the wrong choice would lead to a constraint violation. 
(2) Single link with optimal trunk reservation. It is known that if ph = pl in Example 
(1) above then trunk reservation is optimal (Lippman, 1975). It is also known that the 
optimal trunk reservation parameter grows like log N (see, for example, the paper by 
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Key (1990). Theorem 3 is not directly applicable in this case since d, is changing with 
N but the method can be extended. Instead of considering just the free circuit process 
mN(.) we now consider the joint process (mN, izN) (.) where 
6$(t) = my(t) - siN* . 
Proceeding as in Section 2, with fig(.) being defined on Z, u { + a} u { - 03}, we 
find that the limit process x(.) is uniquely determined by the equations 
x,(t) = x,,(O) +  
s 
f 
wd~) - ~hxh(4dU , 
0 
where nh(t) = xl(t) = 1 if xl(t) + x,,(t) < C, and otherwise 
nh(t) = 
,hXl(t) + phXh(t) A 1 
Kh 
0 if Kh > ,wdt) +  phXh(t) , 
44 = 
phXh(t) +  /bXdt) - Ich 
KI 
if % 2 ibXdt) +  phXh@) < Kl +  Kh , 
1 if K1 + Kh 2 pLxl(t) f p&h(t) 
These equations are exactly what we would expect. The fact that the trunk reservation 
parameter grows without bound ensures that, at the level of detail captured by x(.), 
a high priority call is never blocked because a low priority call has just been accepted 
instead. Given this requirement, the link accepts as many low priority calls as possible, 
thus maximising the total revenue. 
(3) Two identical links. Consider now a network consisting of two links, each of 
capacity CN, operating with fixed routing. The network is offered R different types of 
call, all with unit mean holding time, and is symmetric in that for all r there exists some 
r' such that K, = K,,, Al, = A,,, and A,, = Al,,. We claim that in this example the limit 
process is uniquely determined or, equivalently, the choice of the driving stationary 
distribution n, is uniquely determined. To avoid trivialities assume that A Ir # Azr for 
some r. By Lemma 4, if C,Aj,x,(t) < C forj = 1, 2, then z, = & if C,A,,x,(t) = C and 
CrAZrxr(t) < C, then 71, = zt, , (ll. if &4,,x,(t) < C and C,A,,x,(t) = C, then 71, = zi2). 
Finally, suppose that C,AjJ,(t) = C for bothj = 1 and j = 2. If C,Aj,K-, 5 C, then zf is 
the only stationary distribution, so consider the case &4j,~, > C. Note that this sum 
does not depend on j. As in the proof of Lemma 4, 
Let K, = K,,, A,, = AZ,. and A,,, = A,, with A,, > A,,. Then rr$‘)(~Z,) < x.$‘)(&~,). It
follows that Al,n~l)(dr) + A,,~z~~)(L@‘~~) < A2,7r~11(dr) + A2rS~~11(d’,S) and hence 
c A,,x,~;~‘(&‘,) > C . 
I 
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Since we must have 
C AjrKrnr(dr) = C AjrPrXr(t) =C AjrXr(t) = C 
I I * 
for both j = 1 and j = 2, rr, = 7~~‘~~). 
(4) A conjecturefor Jixed routing. All examples that we have considered for a net- 
work operating under fixed routing (with or without trunk reservation) have yielded 
a unique choice of x,(~) and hence a unique limit. This leads to the following conjecture 
for a random walk in Z: which, if true, forces a unique choice of n,(,,. The conjecture, 
as stated here, is without trunk reservation, but there is a corresponding and stronger 
conjecture which includes trunk reservation. 
Conjecture 5. Let A = (A 1, AZ, . . , AR) and B = (B,, BZ, . . . , BR) be any J x R ma- 
trices with non-negative integer entries and let tc and n be non-negative R-dimensional 
vectors. Dejine m(.) to be the Markov process on Z: with transition rates given by 
i 
m + B, at rate pr, 
rn+ 
m - A, at rate K,I~,_~,~~:~. 
Then there exists a subset Y of { 1, 2, . . , J} and a probability distribution rcY on ml9 
such that 
T 
(9 limr,,L I 
s To 
~mlY~u~=,r,~du = ns(m) U.S. ,
(ii) lim,,,.l I 
s 
T 
To
(ml,(U)=m)du = 0 a.s. 
,for all F $9. 
To illuminate the conjecture we give an example. Consider the case J = 2 and 
suppose that m(.) is transient but ~,*(Aj,K, - Bjl~~) > 0 forj = 1, 2. Then we conjec- 
ture that either ml(t) + a3 almost surely, or m,(t) + co almost surely as t + co, and 
that which occurs is independent of m(0). If established, as already said, the conjecture 
would in principle uniquely determine the limit process x(.) . It would not however 
help much if we wanted to calculate the limit path when J is anything but very small 
since we would have potentially 2’ choices for rc, to search before we found the correct 
one for the limit. It would be nice if w; could find some algorithm for searching the 
extreme points of L’(t) sequentially to find the correct extreme point in a more efficient 
manner. 
(5). Dynamic alternative routing. Dynamic alternative routing is a routing strategy 
defined as follows. There are a total of R primary types of call in the network and each 
call type has associated with it an arrival rate, mean holding time and a current 
alternative route. We will use the notation r(x) to denote a route; r(x) is the xth 
element of the set of alternative routes corresponding to a call of type r. We denote the 
primary route by r(0). When a call of type r arrives it is routed along route r(0) if 
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rn(t)~&~~,,. If the call is blocked on this route it attempts its current alternative route, 
a,(t), and is routed along this route if m(t)~&~~~~). Otherwise the call is lost. If the call is 
routed then a, remains unaltered. However, if the call is lost a new current alternative 
route is chosen, route s being chosen with probability Pop,,. Here P is some stochastic 
matrix. 
Now let us consider the heavy traffic limiting regime and let aN(t) = (a:(t)),. Then 
the state of the network is given by the Markov process (x~, mN, a”) (.) which has 
transition rates 
(xN, mN, aN) + 
(x” + Nmlear, mN - Aav, a”) at rate G(N)~,G,,~~~, , 
(xN - N ‘G(~), mN + A,,,,, a”) at rate pI(N)Nx;,, , 
l( xN, mN, fi”) 
where iiN and aN are identical except that EN has route s in the rth component. 
Let W be the set of all routes, both primary and alternative, and let R now be the 
total number of primary routes. Then (mN, a”) (.) is defined on E x WR, a compact set, 
and is on a much faster time scale than xN. Hence we can use the same approach as in 
Section 2. Let 
Then with this change of definition and the corresponding change in the definition of 
x,(.), all the results of Section 2 remain true. Now 7ct(.) becomes an invariant measure 
for a Markov process (m, u),~,, which is defined with respect to (xN, mN, a”) (.) as m,(t) 
was defined with respect to (xN, mN) (.) 
4. Fixed point approximations 
It is important when designing and controlling a network to be able to calculate the 
equilibrium blocking probabilities for the calls offered to it. However, even in the 
simplest case of a network operating under fixed routing (a reversible process) in 
which we have a simple expression for these probabilities, their numerical evaluation 
is a #P-complete problem (Louth, 1990). Consequently various approximations are 
commonly employed, the Erlang fixed point, which we now describe, being the most 
well known. Suppose we have a single link of capacity C offered traffic as a Poisson 
process of rate K, all calls requiring one circuit and having unit mean holding time. 
Then the equilibrium probability that the link is full is given by 
j -1 
E(ti, C) = ; ,i ; .[ 1 . J-0. 
Now consider a network and let Ej be the probability that link j is blocking. We 
suppose henceforth, for ease of exposition, that Aj,.~{O, 1) for all j and r. Assume that 
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all links block independently. Then E := (E,, EZ, . , E,) is the unique (Kelly, 1986) 
solution to the equations 
Ej = E (1 - Ej) ‘C Aj~K,~,~ ‘n (1 - Ei)A”, Cj . 
* I 
That this is a good approximation is now well known. Kelly (1986) has shown that it 
correctly predicts the blocking probabilities along routes in the limit considered here 
and that links block as ifindependently; Whitt (1985) Ziedins and Kelly (1989) have 
shown it to be exact in the diverse routing limit for a symmetric star network. 
If the network employs more general routing rules than fixed routing a more refined 
approximation is required, the generalised Erlangjixed point approximation. We now 
consider this more general approximation, described fully in Kelly (1989), in two 
examples and prove that in the heavy traffic limit the approximation is not exact. 
Alternative routing. Consider a sequence of three-link symmetric fully-connected 
networks with alternative routing but no trunk reservation, each link in the Nth 
network having capacity CN. Calls arrive at each link at rate KN, K > C, and have 
exponential holding time with unit mean. An arriving call at linkj is routed along link 
j if mj(t) > 0. If mj(t) = 0 the call requests one circuit from each of the two other links, 
and if both these circuits are free the call is routed; otherwise the call is lost. The state 
of the Nth network is given by (xy,, xy,, xy,, xy,, , uy,, xTj) (t) where Nxyr(t) is the 
number of directly routed calls of type r, and NxyJt) is the number of indirectly routed 
calls of type r. 
Let EN be the blocking probability of each link, identical by symmetry, as given by 
the generalised Erlang fixed point approximation. Then each link, j, is offered traffic 
directly at rate KN, and indirectly at rate 2rcNEN(1 - EN) since a call must be blocked 
directly and it then becomes a two circuit call which is only offered to link j if it is 
successful at the other link it requires. Hence EN satisfies 
EN = E(KN + ~KNE~(I - EN), CN) . 
In general this equation has multiple solutions (Gibbens et al., 1990) so cannot 
always be the equilibrium blocking probability for a link. Instead it is attempting 
to locate fixed points of the limit process x(.). We now show that the link independence 
assumption that underpins this approximation is inaccurate in the heavy traffic 
limit. First observe that, since E(KN, CN) = 1 - (C/K) + o(l), EN + E as N -+ z~ 
where 
E=l- 
C 
K + 2KE(1 - E)’ 
If this approximation were asymptotically correct the fixed point P for the limit 
process x(.) and the corresponding driving stationary distribution rr; would satisfy 
.? ir = K(l - E), izr = KE(~ - E)2, 
n;(m) = E3(1 - E)‘jmJ (10) 
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But the balance conditions for X;(O) give 
and 
CCL + ~;_,rbk.(O) = c 44 * m:m,~1,1~~mi~2 
substitution from (10) yields 
3KE3(1 - E) [l + E(1 - E)] = 3KE3(1 - E) [1 + (1 - E)] . 
But this can only hold if E = 1, impossible for finite K, or the trivial case when E = 0. 
Trunk reservation. The generalised Erlang fixed point approximation is again 
derived starting from the blocking probabilities for a single link but now the link is 
offered two traffic streams, one low priority, the other high. Suppose the calls arrive as 
Poisson streams, high priority at rate pl, low priority at rate p2, and let Br and B2 be 
their respective blocking probabilities. The trunk reservation parameter is fixed to be 
s > 0. Then we have a birth-death process on {0, 1, . . , C} and a simple calculation 
gives 
4 = El@,> ~2, C, 4, I= 1,2, 
where 
Elb,, ~2, C, 4 = Wl, ~2, C> 4 (~1 + ~2)‘-’ ; > 
fl-C+S 
Ezbl, ~2, C> 4 = WI, ~2, C 4 (~1 + p21c-’ i p1 > 
nEC-s n! 
-l 
Gb,, ~2, C, 4 = 
y(Pl + P2)” + @ + p2)c_s %, P;-c+s 
1 
n=O n. I I n=C_s n. I . 
The extension to a network approximation is now straightforward. Let 
B,j=El(plj,p,j,Cj,sj), 1~ 1,2, j= 1,2, . . ..J. 
where 
_’ Here /lj is intended to approximate the expected holding time for a circuit on link 
j and A,j, is the number of circuits required by a call of type r from link j at priority 
level 1. One might expect this approximation to be valid when 
Arj,,A2j*, Arj, + A2j,E{O, l}. In this case the approximation is again just a direct 
consequence of the independent link assumption. For other A,j, the approximation 
should be slightly altered if it is to be a consequence of the independent link 
assumption, We do not pursue this further here. 
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Now consider a sequence of networks consisting of two links in series, each of 
capacity CN. The networks have three types of call and corresponding routing matrix 
A= 
Calls of types 1 and 2 have an arrival rate rcl and are routed if there is enough free 
capacity. Calls of type 3 have an arrival rate rcj and are routed if there are more than 
s > 1 free circuits on both links. All calls have unit mean holding time. It follows from 
the properties of El and E2 that in the limit as N--f co 
1 
-1 
Blj = 3 Bzj=(‘;‘:;,‘)Blj 
if pij + pzj > Cj, otherwise both B,j and B,j are zero. Here aj = Cj/plj and 
bj = Cj/‘(pij + pzj) In this example we find that the fixed point P satisfies 
,?i = iZ = K1(l - B,) , (11) 
i3 = Kj(l - B2) 2 , (12) 
iI + iz = c, (13) 
where B, = B,, = B12 and B2 = Bzl = Bz2. The corresponding equilibrium distribu- 
tion 7c;(m) gives 
> ml,m2 Is. (14) 
But Eqs. (11))(14) cannot be correct since the balance equations for Z;(O) now yield 
[-fi + i2 + &l%(o) = K~[n;((l, 0)) + 7-&((0, I))] 
which gives 
?i + jZ.2 + fi3 = 2c. 
This combined with (13) implies that z?~ = 0 which is a contradiction, 
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